The massive and unprecedented volume of scientific literature readily available in the domain of biomedicine has presented us with challenges and opportunities to accelerate hypothesis generation. Advanced text mining techniques are required to leverage this abundant textual representation in order to provide timely access to explicit facts and aid in elucidating association among implicit facts. The problem of inferring novel knowledge from these implicit facts by logically connecting independent fragments of literature is known as Literature Based Discovery(LBD).
INTRODUCTION
Decades of experimentation and analysis has led to proliferation of scientific literature in the domain of biomedicine. MEDLINE, a preeminent bibliographic database contains more than 23 million references to journal articles in life science with a major concentration in biomedicine. Approximately 2,000-4,000 references are added everyday [11] . This overloaded textual resource in life science, although readily available, has made it difficult even for domain experts to subsume relevant knowledge in their field of interest. Sophisticated technologies and efficient linguistic computational tools are needed to leverage this rich representation to gain deeper insights. With the growth of this unparalleled publicly available scientific knowledge and availability of higher throughput methods, there has been a surge of interest in biomedical researchers to apply automated text analysis techniques and accelerate the discovery of new knowledge. This methodology of generating hitherto unknown but meaningful knowledge is known as Literature Based Discovery(LBD). Swanson pioneered this area of research by studying the role of dietary fish oils in preventing Raynaud's syndrome. Broadly, in his research, he found that implicit pieces of information could be discovered by studying the linkage between unrelated literature already present in the corpora. LBD was also further classified into two types, namely, open and closed discovery [20] . In open discovery, a researcher specifies a topic of interest(viz., a disease or gene or pharmacological substance) and the system applies text mining techniques to find a set of terms that are directly related to the starting topic of interest(A). These terms are called intermediate terms (B) or bridge concepts. For each of these intermediate terms, the system reiterates the same mechanism to generate a set of terms that are directly correlated to each intermediate terms. The terms thus generated are called terminal concepts or final terms(C). It should be noted that the kind of connection between starting topic of interest and final terms are both indirect and novel. On the contrary, in closed discovery, the user specifies a pair of topics(A and C) and the objective is to find any unknown but meaningful connection that exists between them. In this paper, we restrict our discussion to open discovery.
Meanwhile, the initial works of Swanson and Smalheiser became prototypical example of LBD, and it simulated researchers to contribute in practical areas of protein-protein interaction, clinical medicine and health care. A few successful examples of LBD include, finding functional connection between genes [2] , drug-disease association [19] and identification of viruses as bioweapons [18] . Over the years, to tackle this intriguing problem, several techniques utilizing frequency of co-occurrences [5, 12, 15] , association rules [8, 14] and graph-theoretic metrics [22, 1] were proposed. Although these aforementioned methods immensely aided in developing scalable solutions and advanced the research area of LBD, there are possible areas of improvement. Prominent information scientists working in this area of study stress the need to improve upon the following issues a) investigating measures capable of generating related concepts(intermediate and terminal) with higher confidence, i.e., terms which are not only statistically prominent but also semantically associated b) development of prudent ways to navigate the large search space and prune uninformative, bogus terms in advance c) lessen the amount of manual intervention or domain knowledge required during the discovery process. In this paper, we intend to probe these problems by exploring the idea that interesting links or connection which help to elucidate implicit associations are better explored by integrating statistical correlation measures and semantic knowledge in an intelligent way. Obviously, to find interesting connections, an information measure is required to determine the closeness between two terms. In this work, we study nine methods of mining hidden links from biomedical literature which are combinations of information measures and semantic support. These nine methods are further classified into three groups. The first group consists of three existing information measures: association rule, mutual information, and Chi-Square. The second group includes null-invariant correlation measures: all confidence, Kulcynski, and cosine. Finally, the last group is a combination of correlation measures and our proposed concept of semantic relatedness. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the application of these popular null-invariant correlation measure in biomedical literature mining. Also, in addition to doing a comparative study of information measures, we perform an extensive preprocessing to remove terms which are highly frequent, common, and uninformative. Our experiments demonstrate as to how it aids in reducing the generation of uninteresting rules, ultimately, improving the overall performance. Finally, to reduce the need for any manual intervention or domain knowledge, we incorporated available semantic Knowledge as an integral component of our system. Unlike other approaches [15, 14] , we require our users to input only possible semantic relations between initial topic of interest(A) and to be discovered target concept(C), rather than manually providing probable semantic types for intermediate and target terms. With input semantic relations and initial topic of interest, we automatically generate semantic types and use them as category restriction for B and C terms.
Overall, our research work presents a meticulous analysis of how manifold statistical information measures and semantic knowledge affect the knowledge discovery procedure. The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. In Section 3, we present an overview of our methods in detail. In Section 4, we present experiments and evaluation results. And finally section 5 brings conclusion and gives directions for future work.
RELATED WORK
The original conception of LBD was facilitated by "Raynaud's disease-Fish oil" discovery by Swanson in 1986 [16] . Although his work instituted seminal ideas in this area of study, it had a few setbacks. One of the major setbacks was the need for manual inspection of literature and domain knowledge required during several stages of discovery process. Consequently, subsequent works tried to alleviate this bottleneck by automating the process. Weeber et al [20] developed a LBD system named DAD using Metamap 1 (to extract biomedically relevant concepts) and Unified Medical Language 2 provided semantic types(for concept filtering). He replicated some of Swanson's discoveries and also found some potentially new applications for thalidomide [21] . The traditional understanding has been that discoveries are likely to emerge from logical connection between initial topic of interest(A), intermediates(B) and terminal concepts(C) which frequently or rarely co-occur with each other in the knowledge base. Thus, building upon this idea, several distribution approaches [12, 15, 5] employed frequency based metrics such as term-inverse document frequency(tf-idf ), record frequency and token frequency to find intermediate and terminal concepts.
While frequency based approaches were successful in propelling LBD one step ahead, there were certain issues remaining to be addressed. One of them was the possible number of A->B, B->C combinations. Obviously, because in MEDLINE, one concept may be connected to many other concepts. Hence, it was necessary to explore solutions which can navigate such large search space in an efficient manner. To deal with this combinatorial problem, Pratt and Yetisgen-Yildiz [14] in their work 'Litlinker' used Unified Medical Language(UML) provided domain knowledge to limit their search space. They implemented open discovery building upon the initial framework established by Swanson. In addition to using knowledge base as an integral component, they grouped together synonym terms by merging any terms that had same concept id, and then assigned a preferred name to that group. In their later work [24] , they reported the use of UML concepts is computationally expensive for practical use and decided to use MeSH 3 terms to represent documents. Moreover, they used a statistical approach based on background distribution and term probabilities to identify correlated concepts. In our present work, to manage this exponential combinations of A->B and B->C, we perform an extensive preprocessing to remove frequent terms that are too general to be meaningful.
On contrary to other approaches, Hristovski applied associate rule mining to find correlated MeSH terms using Swan-son's open discovery approach and developed a system called BITOLA [8, 7] . BITOLA supported both open and closed discovery. Furthermore, some methodological and technical developments were added later on to make it better for the genetic application. Similarly, Padmini [15] presented another LBD system named 'Manjal' based on concept profiles consisting of weighted MeSH terms. However, these approaches still required a certain amount of domain knowledge in order to specify appropriate semantic types for generating intermediate and terminal concepts. In this paper, we automate this step by automatically generating semantic types for intermediate and terminal concepts by utilizing user provided "initial topic of interest(A)" and "initial semantic relations" for to-be-discovered concept. Closely related to our work is [9, 10] , where we generate the semantic types in a similar way but are distinct in a sense that we do not limit the use of semantic types to merely remove uninteresting relations. Instead, we go one step ahead by calculating the semantic relatedness between semantic types over MEDLINE corpus and use that information to promote relations with higher semantic associativity. Undoubtedly, these aforementioned works have furthered Swanson's method significantly but none of them were comprehensive enough in evaluating various information measures and consider specific semantic relationships. Also, a limitation of measures such as Chi-Square and MI is that they suffer from a critical property of null-invariance (i.e., measures which are influenced by total number of null transactions). Null transaction in the context of biomedical dataset refers to articles not containing the concepts(A,B or B,C) of interest being examined. And as studied in [6] , a good information measure should not be affected by transactions that do not contain the itemsets of interest, as it might generate unstable results. Motivated with this narrative, we were interested in studying the application of null-invariant correlation measures such as all confidence, Kulcynski and cosine in the biomedical dataset and see how they affect the experiments results in comparison to existing methods. We believe, we are among the first to study the application of null-invariant measures in biomedical literature and present a comprehensive comparative study of how different information measures combined with semantic knowledge affect knowledge discovery process. 
METHODS
In this section, we present nine methods(categorized into three groups) to mine implicit associations from biomedical literature. The first group includes traditionally used information measures such as: Associate rule mining(ARM), Mutual Information, and Chi-square. The second group consists of popular null-invariant correlation measures such as: all confidence, Kulcynski, and cosine. Finally, the third group includes combination of null-invariant measures and our proposed concept of semantic relatedness. A high level view of our methods is shown in figure 1 . Also, a detailed algorithm for each method is presented.
Group1 : Information measures

Associate Rule Mining
Associate Rule Mining(ARM) is widely used in data mining applications. Given a document collection, specific level of support and confidence, the goal is to generate frequent itemsets above these thresholds. An association rule of the form A -> B, let sup = support(A∩B) and conf = support(A∩ B)/support(A). If concept A is taken as input, then all A -> B rules are found from one itemset. Then from another distinct itemset B -> C rules are found. Finally, a transitive law is applied to get a transitive link A -> C. It should be noted that we can not find A -> C directly, as both A and C occur in independent itemsets. In our experiments, we use F-measure(F) to calculate the strength of relation.
Mutual Information
Mutual Information(MI) is used to measure the dependency between variables or terms. The degree of closeness is used to rank terms. For a given term pair(A,B), mutual information is computed as
where PA,PB denote the probability of term A and B respectively. PAB denote the probability that terms A and B co-occur.
Chi-Square
Given two variables, Chi-Square(χ 2 ) can measure how strongly one variable implies the other, based on the available data. For example: Suppose a pair (a,b), χ 2 takes into the account co-occurrence frequency of a,b and also co-occurrence of a and b with other terms. For a term cooccurrence matrix, let O be the observed frequency and E be the expected frequency, then the χ 2 value is computed as
For, a 2 × 2 table, the degree of freedom is (2-1)(2-1) = 1. For 1 degree of freedom, the χ 2 value needed to reject null hypothesis at the 1% significance level is 6.63. In other words, if the Chi-Square value between two terms is greater than the critical value of 6.63, that means it rejects the null hypothesis that two terms are independent.
Group 2: Null invariant correlation measures
All_confidence
Given a pair of terms, A and B, the all confidence(all conf) measure of A and B is defined as:
Where max{support(A),support(B)} is the maximum support of itemsets A and B.
Kulczynski
For a pair of terms, A and B, the Kulczynski(Kulc) measure of A and B is defined as:
Kulc is a measure of average of two conditional probabilities: the probability of itemset B given A, and the probability of itemset A given B.
Cosine
For a pair of terms, A and B, the Cosine measure of A and B is defined as:
The reason all of these above three measures are called null-invariant is that their values are only influenced by A,B and (A ∩ B) and not by total number of transactions not containing A or B.
In our experiments, similar to [24, 15] , we also use MeSH terms to represent articles. MeSH terms are National Library of Medicine(NLM) controlled vocabulary which human experts use to manually index citations. Thus, it is assertive to assume that if an article is important to a particular MeSH term, it will be indexed with that. Basically, MeSH terms are classified into three types: main headings (also known as descriptors), sub-headings(qualifiers) and supplementary concept records. Descriptors indicate the main contents of the citation. At this point of writing, there are 27,883 descriptors. Moreover, if a descriptor alone is the central topic of article, it is assigned an attribute called "major topic". Another classification of MeSH term is Qualifer. But, qualifiers are important only when in conjunction with descriptor(i.e., they describe a special aspect of descriptor). Lastly, Supplementary concept records are used to index chemicals, drugs, and other concepts related to citation. In this work, we restrict our analysis to descriptors. Next, we present algorithms using methods contained in groups 1 and 2.
Algorithm Input: Initial topic of investigation A as MeSH term, Date, K (top B concepts), M (top C concepts), Semantic relation for B and Semantic relation for C.
Output: Final concept list (C terms) Procedure
• Step 1. Search the local MEDLINE database[Detailed in section 3.3.1] to find documents indexed with the input query MeSH term before the specified cut-off date.
• Step 2. Extract all the MeSH descriptors which cooccur with input MeSH term from relevant documents.
We call these terms all B Terms.
• Step 3. Remove all terms from all B terms which belong to common MeSH terms set created in section 3.3.2. Also, remove terms which do not belong to generated semantic types for B(section 3.3.3). The remaining terms are pruned all B Terms.
• Step 4. From the local database, find the co-occurrence frequency between A and each of candidate B terms.
• Step 5. Use statistical information or null-invariant measure(e.g. χ 2 , MI or Kulc) to determine the closeness between terms.
• Step 6. Rank all the candidate B terms based on the degree of closeness. Select top K B terms.
•
1. Search local MEDLINE database to find documents which are indexed with B but not A with the same cut-off date as Step 1.
Repeat from
Step 2 to Step 6 to generate candidate C terms. 3. Remove all C terms co-occurring with A term.
Select top M C terms.
• Step 8. List all C terms (Final terms)
Note that the above algorithm for methods in group 2 uses generated semantic types to eliminate terms which are semantically unrelated. While the methods in group 3 besides eliminating semantically unrelated terms also calculates a semantic co-occurrence value (detailed in section 3.3) and uses that value to promote terms which are more semantically related.
Group 3: Combination of null-invariant correlation measures and semantic support
In this section, we present our new method to discover novel knowledge from biomedical literature. The fundamental idea is to augment the methods described in section 3.2 with semantic support. Basically, in this method, a user is required to specify an topic of investigation(A), initial semantic relation(ISR) and a date. For instance, if a user is interested in finding novel therapeutic preventions for Raynaud's disease, then the input parameters could be following, initial topic of investigation(A) "Raynaud's disease", date "1985", and ISRs "causes" and "prevents".
After the user specifies input parameters, our system performs a search on local database to collect relevant literature. Next, we perform an extensive preprocessing to eliminate terms which are highly frequent. To determine highly frequent terms, firstly, we calculate the frequency of MeSH terms over entire MEDLINE corpus and draw a box plot [13] to find outliers. We assume that the outliers generated are highly common terms(refer section 3.3.2). Also, we take advantage of MeSH hierarchy to prune terms which are generic. Followed by preprocessing, our system automatically generates the semantic types using semantic network 4 for intermediate and final concepts. The semantic types are generated from user provided initial topic of interest and initial 4 https://semanticnetwork.nlm.nih.gov/ semantic relation. We used these generated semantic types as category restriction for intermediate (B) and terminal(C) concepts. A detail of explanation of this step is presented in section 3.3.3.
In addition to taking advantage of available semantic and category knowledge, we introduce a concept of semantic cooccurrence. To elaborate, similar to co-occurrence matrix at term level, we project MeSH terms to their semantic space and generate a co-occurrence matrix of semantic types (viz., the weighted matrix provides the count of a semantic type co-occurring with all other semantic types over the MED-LINE corpus). For instance, for a term pair (Raynaud's disease -> Platelet Adhesiveness), we first obtain their respective semantic types (Disease or Syndrome -> Cell function). Next, from the weighted semantic co-occurrence matrix, we find the frequency of co-occurrence between them. We use this value as a measure for our semantic relatedness. We assume that if semantic co-occurrence of two semantic types is high, then terms belonging to them are more related. It should be noted that each MeSH term does belong to one or more semantic types. Altogether, combination of nullinvariant measures and semantic co-occurrence value is used to measure the degree of closeness between terms(A->B, B->C). In essence, the idea is to promote relations which are both statistically significant and semantically associated. A detailed algorithm of this method is presented in section 3.3.4.
Searching the literature
For searching the literature, we created our own local MEDLINE database. This database consists of entire dump of MEDLINE citation records(year 2015). The data is spread across several tables. For each MEDLINE record, we store <PMID>(a single element to uniquely identify articles), <Ar-ticleTitle>(the title of each article),<Abstract>(abstract text of each article),<PubDate>(it contains the full date on which the article was published) and <MeshHeadingList>(it contains the MeSH terms assigned for each article). In our experiments, we use <PubDate> to divide MEDLINE into two sets(before publication date and after publication date) for evaluation purposes. We also store MeSH tree codes for each MeSH term. The database design takes into account the peculiarities of MeSH Terms, the fact that there can be more than one MeSH tree code for one MeSH term. For instance, a MeSH term Eye has MeSH tree codes A01.456.505.420, A09.371 respectively. Also, it should be noted that we use this database to find the co-occurrence frequency between two terms. This value is used in calculation of several statistical information measures.
To summarize, in our system, a researcher is required to specify an initial topic of interest which should be a MeSH descriptor(e.g. "Migraine Disorders") and a cut-off date(e.g. 1988) to collect relevant literature on a particular subject of interest.
Preprocessing
As discussed in section 2, one of the major challenges for LBD researchers has been to enhance performance of their system by negotiating the exponential search space in an intuitive way. The general convention has been to remove terms which are highly "common". [14] initially removed terms or concepts which appeared more than 10,000 times in MEDLINE documents. Later, they used MeSH hierar- chy(Tree codes) to remove terms which were too "broad". Similarly, [9] created their own custom stop word list to remove terms which they deemed unsuitable for discovery. This list included 325 frequently used MeSH terms. However, it is not clear, what parameters they use to deem a MeSH term as common. In our work, after studying the existing techniques and taking into account the statistical and semantic properties of MeSH terms, we decided to prune common terms based on following two parameters: a) frequency of MeSH terms over entire MEDLINE records b) tree codes of MeSH terms. Firstly, after obtaining the frequency of MeSH terms over the entire MEDLINE corpus, we plot its distribution. To understand the nature of distribution, we drew a Normal Q-Q plot 5 . Generally, in the Normal Q-Q plot, for a normally distributed data, the data points approximately fit a straight line. However, as it is evident from figure 2, the distribution in our case is not normal. Alternatively, it is highly skewed. And in statistics, for a dataset which does not follow gaussian or normal distribution, Median is the preferred measure for central tendency [13] . Thus, to find outlier data, we draw a boxplot and obtain its outer fences.
U pperOuterF ence : QU + 3(InterQuartileRange)
Measurements which lie beyond these outer fences are considered as outliers [13] . The upper outer fence value calculated was 24,404. Thus, any MeSH term with frequency greater than this value was considered as highly frequent a.k.a "common". In addition to outlier detection, we also take advantage of MeSH term hierarchy. MeSH terms are arranged in hierarchy according to their level of specificity, the term in the top are generic whereas terms in lower levels are more specific. To eliminate generic terms, we remove MeSH terms whose level is 1,2,3(e.g. A01, A01.456, A01.456.313).
In total, using this technique we gathered 454 terms. We name this set as common MeSH terms. Table 1 shows top 5 common terms. It is interesting to note that the outlier terms obtained have very low support as major topics. For instance, terms like "humans","male" were assigned as major topic only once. This is encouraging because a term is assigned as "major topic" only when it is the central focus of article. And the outlier terms in our set having low support as major topic points to their meager chances of producing a novel discovery. To summarize, as our goal in this research is to evaluate methods on the basis of their novelty in generating knowledge, we prune terms which have meager statistical or semantic significance.
Generating Semantic types for intermediate and terminal concepts
Given an initial topic of interest(A) and initial semantic relations(ISR), we use available domain ontology provided by UMLS to find semantic types for intermediate and terminal concepts. UML is a biomedical knowledge base and is used as an integral component throughout our knowledge discovery procedure. Primarily, it has three components a) Metathesaurus, b) Semantic network and c) Specialist lexicon. Metathesaurus: It is a multi-purpose vocabulary database that is organized by concept, or meaning. It links alternative names and views of the same concept from different source vocabularies and identifies useful relationships between different concepts. Semantic network: All concepts in the UML metathesaurus are categorized into one or broader subject categories called semantic types. Ex:-Fish oil belongs to semantic types ["biologically active substance", "lipid", "pharmacologic substance"] and Raynaud's disease belongs to semantic type ["Disease or syndrome"]. There are altogether 135 semantic types and there exists a set of useful relationships between them which are called "semantic relations". At present, there are 54 semantic relations between semantic types. Examples of relations includes "treats", "diagnoses", "prevents", and so forth. In our methods, the user is required to input one of these semantic relations as an input parameter.
For an input topic of interest(A) as "Raynaud' disease" and ISRs ("causes", "treats"), where "causes" AND "treats" refer to the constraints set for intermediate B and final C terms respectively, we first find semantic types for input A. For Raynaud's disease, the semantic type is "Disease or Syndrome". Next, we use the semantic network to find all the semantic types which have relations 'causes' or 'treats' with "Disease or syndrome".
Unlike other approaches [15, 21, 12] , we automatically generate the semantic types for B and C terms instead of requiring users to manually set them. Also, we use a distinct set of semantic types for B and C terms rather than using the same for both. Next, we present the algorithm for methods using group 3 measures.
Algorithm
Input: Initial topic of investigation A as MeSH term, Date, K (top B concepts), M (top C concepts), Semantic relation for B and Semantic relation for C.
• Step 1. Search local MEDLINE database to find documents indexed with the input query MeSH term before specified cut-off date.
• Step 3. Remove terms from all B terms which are present in common MeSH terms set created in section 3.3.2. The remaining terms are pruned all B Terms.
• Step 4. Find the semantic type of term A from UMLS (Sem A) and generate semantic types for intermediate term as explained section 3.3.3. These are referred to as Sem B and are used as category restriction for B terms.
Step 5. Remove all terms from pruned all B Terms whose semantic types do not belong to Sem B. We call these terms candidate B terms.
• Step 6. Use null-invariant measures to calculate the statistical value(stat value) between A and each of candidate B terms. To obtain semantic co-occurrence value, we use semantic co-occurrence matrix(sem coccur ). Find cumulative value for each B term (i.e., Score (A->B1) = stat value(A->B1) * sem coccur (A->B1).
Step 7. Rank all B terms in descending order of the overall score. Select top k B terms.
• Step 8. Similar to Step 6, find all related semantic types for C terms. These are called Sem C and are used as category restriction for C terms.
• Step 9. For each B i (i=1,2,3...k) do 1. Search local MEDLINE database to find documents which are indexed with B but not A with the same date as Step 1.
2. Repeat step 2 to step 6 to find C terms.
3. Remove all C terms co-occurring with A term. Rank them in descending order of the overall score. Select top M C terms.
• Step 10. List all C terms (Final terms)
In our experiments, we empirically set the value of K as 10 and M as 1.
EXPERIMENTS
Evaluating LBD systems is an essentially challenging issue and remains an open problem [25] . Although LBD systems are designed to produce novel scientific knowledge, replicating Swanson's discovery has been seen as an effective evaluation approach by most LBD researchers. Swanson and Smalheiser applied their famous ABC model and published several discoveries in medical domain. Since then, their discoveries have become gold standard for evaluation. To compare and contrast our manifold methods, we choose two of Swanson's famous discoveries 1. Raynaud's Disease -Fish oil (RD-FO)
Migraine disorder -Magnesium (MD-MG)
In our experiments, we intend to explore the following questions:
1. How does the use of existing information measures such as "Associate rule mining, Mutual information, Chi-Square" compare with popular null-invariant measures in their application to biomedical dataset?
2. How does our proposed approach of augmenting null invariant correlation measures with semantic support affect experimental results ?
3. Does the preprocessing performed to remove general, uninformative links aid to improve the overall performance ?
4. Finally, Are the final C terms generated by different methods worthy of further scientific research or experimentation ?
Raynaud's Disease -Fish Oils
In 1986, Swanson explored the research question of "role of dietary fish oils in treating patients with Raynaud's syndrome". After analyzing disjoint sets of literature belonging to Fish oils and Raynaud's disease respectively, he found that Raynaud's disease is aggravated by high blood viscosity(B), high platelet aggregation(B), Vasoconstriction(B), and the ingestion of Fish oils reduced these phenomena. Thus, he hypothesized that Fish oil(C) may be beneficial to people with Raynad's disease(A). Later on, it was clinically verified by Digiacomo in 1989 [3] .
To evaluate the performance of several methods, we conduct a series of experiments on MEDLINE data for this test case. In accordance with methodology, the experiments are also divided into three groups. The grouping of methods facilitates in providing a global picture on performance of diverse information measures on ranking implicit connections. Our readers should note that in tables 3,4 and 5, m1, m2, m3 in group 1 refer to Associate rule mining, Mutual information, and Chi-Square. Likewise, m4, m5, m6 in group 2 denote All conf, Kulc, and Cosine. And m7, m8, m9 represent null-invariant measures supplemented with semantic support. Lastly, the fraction in cells of tables 3,4 and 5 is in the form of p1/p2, where p1 denotes the rank of B terms and p2 denotes the total number of A->B rules.
Before studying the comparison of different methods, we first discuss the role of preprocessing in eliminating common terms. To test our technique, we generated the intermediate concepts (B) for "Raynaud's disease" for first two groups(Group1, Group2) before and after preprocessing. Table 2 shows the top 5 ranked B terms without any preprocessing. It is evident to observe that the "common" MeSH terms ("humans", "male", "adult") which have meager chances of conceiving a novel discovery were ranked at high positions. It is encouraging to notice that these terms are present in our common MeSH terms set created in section 3.3.2. Also, it should be noted that the total number of rules generated without any preprocessing is 2533 (Table 3) ,whereas, after preprocessing it is reduced to 957 (Table 4) . Overall, the ranks of important intermediate terms (Table 4) are boosted after preprocessing. The B terms in table 3 and 4 are the ones which lead to "fish oil" as final concept(C). Likewise, the connections mentioned by Swanson's paper are italicised. It is obvious to see that the frequent MeSH terms captured by our proposed common MeSH terms set dramatically reduce the rules generated and greatly boost significant B terms to higher ranks, which also demonstrates the importance of preprocessing step in improving knowledge discovery procedure. Now, we discuss the results for different methods. For information measures in group 1, we found that mutual information preferred rare terms more but it could not rank important B terms better in comparison to the other two measures (Table 4) . Interestingly, association rule provides relatively better ranking than Chi-square and Mutual Information. However, it generated more rules than Chi-Square. Obviously, as in Chi-square, if we remove any relationships with correlation value less than the critical value of 6.63, it would generate fewer rules. A careful observation elucidates that Chi-square was helpful in eliminating statistically insignificant terms. Next, for measures in group 2 (null-invariant measures), as illustrated in table 4, all three measures ranked most of the B terms better than information measures in group 1. We believe the better ranking for measures in this group is due to their null-invariant property(viz., they are not influenced by transactions which do not contain itemsets of interest). Also, recent studies tend to support this premise by suggesting that null-invariance is indeed a critical property for associations in large datasets [23] . Thus, a good information measure should not be influenced by null-transactions. Finally, for the third group, where we augment null-invariant measures with semantic relatedness, we notice that ranks for B terms are boosted. For instance, the ranks for blood viscosity, vasoconstriction, epoprostenol are improved. The improvement in ranks points out that the concept of semantic relatedness helps to promote terms which are more semantically meaningful.
To examine the precision of generated C terms for several methods, we divide the MEDLINE data into two sets: 1) a baseline set which includes citations before a selected cutoff date(i.e. input date from the user.) 2) a test set which includes publications after this specified cut-off date. We implemented our methods on baseline set and checked the generated connections in the test set. To judge precision, we checked in our test set, whether the generated C terms appear with the start term(A) in the same citation. We assume that if A and C are mentioned in the same citation, they are related. In addition, as we restrict our C terms to Sem C (i.e. semantic types for C terms which treat disease or syndrome), we assume that the terms in this set are possible treatments for Raynaud's disease. However, a drawback of this approach is that it cannot include relations that may appear in the future (viz., some of the target terms identified by our methods may become legitimate discoveries in the future but are considered incorrect target terms now as they do not appear together with the start term). In table 6, due to space saving reasons, we only provide top 5 ranked C terms for methods in group 3. In the brackets are the relevant PMIDs. To measure the precision of C terms, we consider terms which co-occur which with the start term in the same citation as true positives, and terms which are too general or do not co-occur with the start term as false positives. Overall, a unique score is calculated for terminal concepts belonging to each method. The score is calculated as sum of reciprocal ranks of relevant final terms(C) in the returned top 10 terms for each method. Mathematically, it is can be represented as below: Where, mt = {m1,m2,...,m9} and Ci refers to the relevant concepts. It is a reasonable measure of ranking method performance as it favours relevant terms that are ranked at higher positions while also giving appropriate weights to the lower ranked terms. Figure 3 illustrates the overall score of terminal concepts by methods. It should be noted that points in x-axis {1,2,...,9} denote methods {m1,m2,...,m9} respectively. The curves for two queries indicate that the overall score for methods in group 3 is greater than methods in group 2 which in turn greater than methods in group 1. We intend to highlight that some of the top ranked terms found in group 3 such as 'lipoproteins,vldl', 'niceritrol', 'platelet activating factor' were also suggested by [15, 10, 9] in their top results. This provides an additional support to our proposed approach of augmenting null-invariant measures with semantic relatedness. 
Migraine -Magnesium
Swanson in 1988, proposed 11 previously unknown connections between Migraine disorder and Magnesium [17] . It was later corroborated by Gallai [4] . Similar to FO-RD experiment, we examine our methods for this test case. Before we discuss results, we intend to aware our readers that for this particular test case, in MEDLINE, there were already a few articles before 1988 where Migraine disorder and Magnesium co-occurred(PMIDS : 3908832, 4922695, 7031826, 7031826). Therefore, in our experiment we exclude these articles from baseline dataset to prevent them from influencing our end results. Table 5 shows the ranks of important intermediate terms (B) connecting Migraine and Magnesium. Much alike as in our previous case, we find significant improvement in ranks of B terms and reduction in the number of rules generated after preprocessing. Among information measures in group 1, as expected, mutual information again ranked rare terms better. However, in this scenario, we witnessed an important insight for Chi-Square. While Chi-Square undeniably generates lesser rules as compared to other information measures, it risks missing some important connections. For instance, in table 5, for terms substance p, nifedipine, Chi-square did not have any ranks because their scores were below the critical value(χ 2 less than 6.63). Thus, for terms which are important but have relatively low support in literature, χ 2 might risk missing them. On the other hand, null-invariant measures in group 2 again provides better ranking for most B terms including the ones missed by χ 2 . The improved ranks by measures in group 2 manifest the significane for null-invariant property in information measures for large datasets. Lastly, for measures in group 3, we see reasonable improvement in ranks for important B terms (Table 5) . Also, it is worthwhile to note that terms like substance p, nifedipine which have less support in literature were ranked better. Again, we believe the semantic support aided in boosting the ranks for terms which are more semantically related. Similar to previous test case, we calculate the overall score for each method. Figure 3 shows the overall score for all nine methods. The methods in group 3 had greater overall score in comparison to methods in group 1 and group 2. Also, in group 3, we find some important C terms, such as 'diet,sodium-restricted','phospholipases', 'amygdala', 'receptors, prostaglandin' and so forth. Table 6 shows the top 5 final concepts for methods in group 3, and we believe this catalogued list of final concepts(C) will help biomedical scientists to develop a cognitive perspective and analyze terms worthy of further scientific exploration.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we compared nine different methods to generate novel knowledge from publicly available biomedical knowledge base. The methods were combinations of different statistical information measures and semantic support. Broadly, we classified them into three groups for better understanding of results. In addition to points raised in the paper, we make the following particular contributions:
1. We performed a comparative study of several methods (combinations of statistical information measure and semantic support) and put forth a rationale behind how each of them affects results.
2. A notion of semantic relatedness was introduced and demonstrated as to how it assists in promoting semantically meaningful relations.
3.
A new approach for extensive preprocessing was proposed to handle common MeSH terms. We perform statistical outlier detection and take advantage of MeSH hierarchy in this step. The experiments validate its utility.
4. We reduced the need for domain knowledge or manual interventation by automating the semantic types needed for intermediate and final concepts.
5. Finally, we generated an organized list of final C terms and provided references to PMIDs to assist medical researchers with further exploration.
To summarize our findings, an in-depth examination of diverse statistical information measures and semantic support reveals that different strategies favour certain types of concepts. In addition, as knowledge discovery is an open ended process, certain terms which are considered false positives at present may be realized as legitimate discoveries in the future. Thus, although evaluation of methods on Swanson's proposed discoveries brings into light some keen insights, it does not precisely illustrate what target terms should we emphasize most. Altogether, our experiments demonstrate that the best way to find meaningful final terms(C)
